MEZCAL EL JOLGORIO
El Jolgorio translates to “the revelry”. Jolgorios are small festivals that spin and
dance in vibrant colors down cobblestone and dirt roads in remote, mountain villages
throughout Oaxaca, Mexico. They celebrate births, deaths, weddings and Saint’s
days. For centuries, the lifeblood of these celebrations has been traditional mezcal.
Distilled from responsibly-harvested, wild, and semi-cultivated varieties of agave,
each expression of Mezcal El Jolgorio honors the traditions and culture of the
families who craft them. This rare collection of mezcals is brought to you by the
Cortés family, 6th generation mezcal producers themselves, who have brought
together a tight-knit group of rural, family palenques (rustic distilleries) throughout
the Vallés Centralés (Central Valleys) region. Together, with these families, they work
to ensure the preservation of mezcal culture for future generations. Each edition of
Mezcal El Jolgorio represents the finest example of that variety of agave and always
a single batch of production.
From harvest through distillation, every step is guided by hand and the final spirit
demonstrates the unique artistry and expertise of each maestro mezcalero (master
distiller). Every expression of Mezcal El Jolgorio is made in the traditional way; small
batches of hand harvested agave, wood-fire roasted in earthen pits, wild fermented
and distilled in copper stills.
Each bottle is marked with the species of agave, the age at harvest, the village and
name of palenque, the name of the maestro mezcalero, and the batch and lot
number so as to truly connect the drinker with the land, people, and plants at the
heart and soul of our mezcal. Salud y Dixeebe!
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MAESTROS MEZCALEROS
The mezcaleros of El Jolgorio have been hand-selected by the Cortés family for the mastery of their craft and the dedication
of their lives to carrying on the tradition of exceptional, artisanal mezcal.
PEDRO VASQUEZ
PALENQUE: TIO PEDRO
VILLAGE: LACHIGUÍ, MIHUATLÁN
ELEVATION: 7,414 FT.
POPULATION: 128
AGAVE: ARRUQUEÑO, ESPADÍN, TOBAZICHE,
TOBALA, COYOTE, TEPEZTATE

IGNACIO PARADA
PALENQUE: ZOQUI
VILLAGE: SANTA MARÍA ZOQUITLÁN
ELEVATION: 3,346 FT.
POPULATION: 3,359
AGAVES: MADRECUIXE, CUIXE, MEXICANO,
PECHUGA, ESPADÍN, TEPEZTATE, JABALÍ

GONZALO HERNANDEZ
& GREGORIO HERNANDEZ
PALENQUE: LOS BIGATONES
VILLAGE: LA COMPAÑÍA, EJUTLA
ELEVATION: 4,504 FT.
POPULATION: 667
AGAVE: BARRIL, ESPADÍN,
JABALÍ, ARRUQUENO

VALENTÍN CORTÉS
& GREGORIO MTZ. JARQUIN
PALENQUE: DE CORTÉS
VILLAGE: SANTIAGO MATATLÁN
ELEVATION: 5,708 FT.
POPULATION: 9,653
AGAVES: MEXICANO, PECHUGA, CUIXE,
TOBALÁ, ESPADÍN, TEPEZTATE

GREGORIO MTZ. GARCIA
PALENQUE: 3 MEZQUITES
VILLAGE: SAN BALTAZAR GUELAVILA
ELEVATION: 5,183 FT.
POPULATION: 3,385
AGAVES: TEPEZTATE, TOBALÁ, ESPADÍN, CUIXE

REGULO MARTINEZ PARADA
PALENQUE: RIO SECO
VILLAGE: RIO SECO, SANTA MARÍA ZOQUITLÁN
ELEVATION: 3,504 FT.
POPULATION: 436
AGAVE: ESPADIN, MADRECUIXE

AGAVES
ESPADÍN (Agave angustifolia)
Because of its relatively quick growth cycle and incredible ability to adapt to many
climates and cultivation, Espadín is the most prevalent species of agave in Mexico. A
relative of both Arruqueño and Blue agave, Espadín is ideal for mezcal production.
Only the most unique lots of mezcal Espadín are bottled under the El Jolgorio label.

PECHUGA
Pechuga is a rare mezcal made especially for celebrations. The base is distilled from
Espadín agave and during a second or third distillation, local fruits, nuts, herbs and
spices along with a spiritual offering of raw meat are added to the still. The Cortes
family, who makes the Pechuga for El Jolgorio, uses apple, pineapple, orange,
banana, fig, anise, almond, and guajalote - wild, creole turkey. Pechuga is created
and reserved for very special occasions, please treat it with reverence.
CUIXE (Agave karwinskii)
Like its relatives in the karwinskii family (Madrecuixe, Barril, Tobaziche and Cenizo)
Cuixe grows in a stalk-like form versus the fanned shape of more familiar agaves.
Its piña (heart of agave with its leaves removed) resembles a log as opposed to a
pineapple like most other agaves. Cuixe is slightly smaller than the Madrecuixe and
has a dense, dry piña.

MADRECUIXE (Agave karwinskii)
Preferring high elevations, the scarce, wild agave Madrecuixe grows in a stalk like all
karwinskiis. Its widely spaced pencas shoot out at an upward angle, more prominently
toward the top of the large plant. The great size of Madrecuixe at full maturity lends to a
high concentration of natural sugars creating a soft and rich mezcal with nuanced aromas.

BARRIL (Agave karwinskii)
Barril is a subspecies of the karwinskii family of agaves that grows wild at very high
elevations. The stalk-like piña of Barril has a wider girth than its other karwinskii
relatives, giving it a portly look and inspiring the name, which means barrel in Spanish.

TOBALÁ (Agave potatorum)
Agave Tobalá is a prized, wild, mountain agave. Famed for its slow growth and
diminutive size, Tobalá is known to only thrive at extremely high elevations and in
particular harmony with its surrounding environment. Its tiny size and unique
penchant for growing wild in challenging locales result in small quantities of
incredibly complex and intensely aromatic mezcal.

AGAVES
MEXICANO (Agave rhodacantha)
A genetic relative to Espadín, Mexicano reaches maturity with a high concentration
of sugars. Its long, broad pencas are dangerous with razor-sharp tips. In some
dialects, it is also called ‘dobadaan’ or ‘dob-daiin’.

ARRUQUEÑO (Agave americana)
Arruqueño has long been admired for its enormous size and long ripening period, yielding
a massive piña with very concentrated sugars. Before the proliferation of Espadín,
Arruqueño was once the most popular agave for mezcal. Abandoned for the shorter
growing cycle of Espadín, mezcaleros who still work with Arruqueño, the king of agave, are
very rare. Arruqueño yields an astounding mezcal with distinctive fragrance and full body.

TEPEZTATE (Agave marmorata)
Growing out of rocky outcrops, Tepeztate, with its giant, undulating pencas takes
25-35 years to reach maturity. Tepeztate only grows in the wild, preferring steep
grades at high elevations and can often be found, seeming to defy gravity, hanging
horizontally off the side of cliffs. This special agave, which takes a generation
before it is ready to harvest creates a deeply complex mezcal.

CENIZO (Agave karwinskii)
Cenizo is similar in appearance to Madrecuixe with a dense, cylindrical piña. This wild
agave gets its name, which means ashen, from its dusty, greyish-turquoise color.
Preferring to grow in remote, rugged terrain, Cenizo is rare and difficult to harvest.

TOBAZICHE (Agave karwinskii)
Just like its karwinskii relatives, Tobaziche grows a stalk-shaped piña. This wild agave
grows extremely tall like a strange, Seussian tree in remote, high elevation locales.
The dense, dry piña creates mezcal with distinct minerality and spicy, herbal notes.

JABALÍ (Agave convallis)
Wild Jabalí with its curved, silver edged, serrated pencas resembles the ridged back of
the wild boar for which it is named. Its reputation for being difficult to work with also
adds to its boorish reputation. The plant’s fibers are extremely tough, making it difficult
to shred for fermentation. The fermentation itself is often plagued with excessive, sticky
bubbling over, but the hard work is worth the incredibly small, and delicious yield.

